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Abstract: The advent of computer technology has led to the creation and development of new forms of teaching 

musical art. The emergence of music computer technologies (MCT) was the basis for creating both new forms in 

the educational process and new subjects, the appearance of new disciplines and new educational trends in the 

system of a contemporary musical education. These new subjects, such as Musical Informatics, Computer Music 

Creative Work, Computer Arrangement and Composition, Sound and Timbre Programming, Electronic Musical 

Instruments and many others, fully reflect the essence of the changes that have occurred in approaches to the 

study of music art. This article analyzes the possibility of including an integrative model for the semantic space 

of music, developed with the participation of the prominent cybernetist, scientist Mikhail Borisovich Ignatyev, in 

a contemporary musical educational process. It shows the role of the Education and Methods Laboratory Music 

Computer Technologies of the Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia as an educational structure, within 

the framework of which primary provisions of the model under consideration are implemented at various levels 

of teaching musical art 
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1. Introduction  

We should note main trends of using an integrative model of a semantic space of music in education. 

- In the book "Symmetry" [12], intended for a wide range of readers - teac hers and students, mathematicians 

and non-mathematicians, for people interested in natural sciences, and people interested in human sciences, 

Hermann Weyl (1885–1955), one of leading mathematicians of the 21th century, a deep and versatile scientist 

who made a great contribution to "pure" mathematics and to the field of its applications, in particular, in 

recognizing the importance of a mathematical idea of symmetry for both mathematics and art studies, states the 

content of generally accessible lectures read by him in 1951 in Princeton (USA). Philosophical and 

methodological orientations of the thinker and teacher are formulated 

- Music computer science (musical informatics) as a separate field of knowledge was formed in the 70s of 

the 20th century; it is also a kind of a precursor of an integrative model of a semantic space of music, one of its 

essential components. Teaching the discipline “Musical Informatics” in Russia began to be gradually introduced 

into the educational process at the end of the 20th century. So, by the mid-1990s music computer science was 

taught in a number of musical educational institutions of the country, including the Moscow State Conservatory 

named after P.I. Tchaikovsky (the musicologist Yu.N. Rags, the mathematician and programmer A.V. Kharuto), 

the Novosibirsk State Conservatory named after M.I. Glinka (A.P. Mentyukov, G.V. Mikhailenko), the St. 

Petersburg State Conservatory named after A.N. Rimsky-Korsakov (the musicologist M.S. Zalivadny, the 

mathematician and programmer I.V. Petryayevsky), the Gnesins Russian Academy of Music (the mathematician 

and programmer, musicologist V.S. Ulyanich). 

The course “Musical Informatics” as an educational discipline is studied by students at universities in many 

countries of the world. However, in Russia there is still no regulated system of teaching it  – a detailed analysis 

of the situation is given in a number of our works (see, for example, [5-9]). 
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A significant contribution to understanding foundations of a comprehensive model of a semantic space of 

music in a contemporary musical educational process was made by the Doctor in Art History, Yu. N. Rags (see 

[11]). 

M.B. Ignatyev writes in the article “Linguo-Combinatorial Modeling,” “In the 90s, a joint computer 

laboratory was successfully operated in the St. Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation and the 

St. Petersburg State Conservatory named after A.N. Rimsky-Korsakov.” As a result, in the nineties, the 

specialization "Computer technologies in art and mass media," was developed within the specialty [22.01]: – 

“Computing machinery, complexes, systems and networks”, the educational process was established, and our 

students began to successfully participate in art exhibitions and contests to actively develop the world’s 

cyberspace and distribute achievements of Russian culture around the world” [10, p. 135]. Elements of using a 

comprehensive model of a semantic space of music in a contemporary musical educational process are 

considered in works [1-4]. 

Staff members of the Education and Methods Laboratory Music Computer Technologies at the Herzen State 

Pedagogical University of Russia developed, licensed, and implemented the following programs in the 

pedagogical process: 

= A professional and educational profile for training Bachelors of artistic education “Music Computer 

Technologies”, to which applicants in various regions and various educational institutions of Russia have been 

admitted since 2004. Programs have been developed and classes are given for students of music faculties in 

pedagogical higher educational institutions in the following disciplines: “Computer Music,” “History of 

Electronic Music,” “Technologies and Teaching Methods (in disciplines of the training profile: Music Computer 

Technologies),” “Architectonics of Sound,” “Fundamentals of Studio Sound Recording,” “Information 

Technology in Music,” “Technology of Musical Styles,” “Fundamentals of Composition, Knowledge of 

Instruments and Computer Arrangement,” “Traditional and Computer Orchestrating,” “Technologies of Studio 

Sound Recording,” “Methods and Practice of Teaching Electronic Composition and Arrangement,” “Teaching 

Methods of Playing the Electronic Musical Instrument,” “Standard Software for Professional Activities of a 

Musician,” “Traditional and Electronic Knowledge of Instruments,” “Musical Computer,” “Basic Electronic 

Musical Instrument,” “Additional Musical Instrument (Electronic),” “Electronic Synthesizer,” “Electronic 

Ensemble,” “Music Computer Practicum," etc. 

= A Master's program, “Music Computer Technologies in Education”, which was developed and 

implemented in the pedagogical process in 2006. 

= Professional retraining programs: 

- “Teaching Musical Disciplines Using Music Computer Technologies in Educational Institutions.” 

- “Teaching Electronic Musical Instruments in Educational Institutions.” 

- “Information Technology in Music and Music Education.” 

- “Technologies for Creating and Artistic Processing of Sound Information.” 

= Professional development programs 
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